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Abstract: Current status of Bragg-edge/dip neutron transmission analysis/imaging methods is
presented. The method can visualize real-space distributions of bulk crystallographic information in
a crystalline material over a large area (~10 cm) with high spatial resolution (~100 µm). Furthermore,
by using suitable spectrum analysis methods for wavelength-dependent neutron transmission
data, quantitative visualization of the crystallographic information can be achieved. For example,
crystallographic texture imaging, crystallite size imaging and crystalline phase imaging with
texture/extinction corrections are carried out by the Rietveld-type (wide wavelength bandwidth)
profile fitting analysis code, RITS (Rietveld Imaging of Transmission Spectra). By using the single
Bragg-edge analysis mode of RITS, evaluations of crystal lattice plane spacing (d-spacing) relating
to macro-strain and d-spacing distribution’s FWHM (full width at half maximum) relating to
micro-strain can be achieved. Macro-strain tomography is performed by a new conceptual CT
(computed tomography) image reconstruction algorithm, the tensor CT method. Crystalline grains
and their orientations are visualized by a fast determination method of grain orientation for Bragg-dip
neutron transmission spectrum. In this paper, these imaging examples with the spectrum analysis
methods and the reliabilities evaluated by optical/electron microscope and X-ray/neutron diffraction,
are presented. In addition, the status at compact accelerator driven pulsed neutron sources is
also presented.
Keywords: neutron imaging; Bragg edge; Rietveld-type analysis; crystalline phase; crystallographic
texture; crystallite size; strain; tomography; Bragg dip; grain orientation

1. Introduction
Wavelength-resolved neutron transmission imaging experiments using the time-of-flight (TOF)
method at pulsed cold/thermal neutron sources can position-dependently obtain Bragg-edge
transmission spectra from a polycrystalline material, or Bragg-dip transmission spectra from
a coarse-grained/single-crystal material, at each pixel position of a neutron TOF-imaging detector.
Bragg-edge is the profile caused by diffraction phenomenon of neutrons in a polycrystal and Bragg-dip
is the profile caused by diffraction phenomenon of neutrons in a single-crystal. Therefore, these profiles
include crystallographic information of each crystal. Bragg-edge transmission spectrum includes
bulk crystallographic information averaged over a neutron transmission path in a polycrystalline
material, e.g., quantities of each crystalline phase, degree of crystallographic anisotropy (texture),
preferred orientation, crystallite size, crystal lattice plane spacing (d-spacing) relating to macro-strain,
d-spacing distribution’s broadening relating to micro-strain (relating to dislocation density etc.) of each
phase. Bragg-dip transmission spectrum includes bulk crystallographic information along a neutron
transmission path in a coarse-grained/single-crystal material, e.g., the number of crystalline grains,
crystal orientations of each grain and so on. Additionally, this microstructural information can be
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mapped over a large area (~10 cm × 10 cm) with high spatial resolution (~100 µm) owing to neutron
imaging detectors. It is not so easy for conventional methods such as SEM-EBSD (scanning electron
microscopy-electron backscatter diffraction), X-ray diffraction/tomography and neutron diffraction to
achieve these advantages at the same time: e.g., the presented method has the simultaneous 2D/3D
imaging capability for bulk crystallographic information without the beam scanning, which is not
easy even for neutron diffractometers. For this reason, various Bragg-edge/dip transmission imaging
techniques have been developed recently.
In this paper, present status of quantitative evaluation/imaging methods for these crystallographic
information is presented. For the quantitative evaluation, the profile analysis of Bragg-edge/dip
transmission spectra is quite important. For this reason, in Section 2, the spectrum profile analysis
methods are presented. Examples of quantitative imaging of texture/crystallite-size, crystalline phase
and crystal lattice strain are presented in Sections 3–5, respectively. The quantification performances
checked by neutron diffraction etc. are also presented. In Section 6, the development status of
quantitative macro-strain tomography technique based on the Bragg-edge transmission method is
introduced. Examples of quantitative imaging of grain orientation are presented in Section 7.
2. Bragg-Edge/Dip Profile Analysis for Quantitative Evaluation of Crystalline Microstructural
Information
2.1. Information Included in Bragg-Edge/Dip Neutron Transmission Spectrum
Figure 1a shows examples of Bragg-edge neutron transmission spectrum and the included
information and Figure 1b shows an example of Bragg-dip neutron transmission spectrum and the
included information. Both the wavelength-dependent neutron transmission spectra mainly reflect
neutron attenuation based on the Bragg’s law (diffraction):
λ = 2dhkl sin θhkl .

(1)

Here, λ is neutron wavelength, dhkl is crystal lattice plane spacing (d-spacing) of the crystal lattice
plane {hkl} and θ hkl is Bragg angle for the crystal lattice plane {hkl}. Wavelength-resolved neutron
transmission imaging experiments use polychromatic neutrons, while the wavelengths are analysed
by the TOF method etc. Therefore, neutrons in a polycrystalline material can be diffracted at various
wavelengths from λ = 2dhkl sin0◦ to λ = 2dhkl sin90◦ and there are no diffracted neutrons at λ > 2dhkl sin90◦ .
As a result, Bragg-edge appears at λ = 2dhkl . Thus, dhkl can be deduced from the Bragg-edge wavelength
λ = 2dhkl . In addition, the elastic macro-strain ε in crystal lattice can be evaluated by:
ε hkl =

dhkl − dhkl,0
.
dhkl,0

(2)

Here, d0 is d-spacing without strain/stress. At the same time, broadening of the dhkl distribution
relating to micro-strain (relating to dislocation density etc.) can be deduced from broadening of Bragg-edge.
At the wavelength λ < 2dhkl , the wavelength-dependent intensity reflects the angle-dependent
intensity of diffracted neutrons, according to Equation (1) which indicates the relation between
λ and θ hkl . In other words, crystallographic anisotropy (orientation distribution) and preferred
orientation due to texture can be evaluated from shape of wavelength-dependent transmission
spectrum. The intensity increase caused by multiple diffraction due to the primary extinction effect
inside a crystallite reflects the crystallite size. Of course, the whole Bragg-edge pattern reflects the
number of crystalline phases and the crystal structure of each phase.
On the other hand, neutrons in a single-crystal/coarse-grained material can be diffracted in certain
wavelengths because diffraction occurs only in a certain Bragg angle. As a result, Bragg-dip appears at
λ = 2dhkl sinθ hkl (θ hkl can be changed depending on the crystal orientation of a grain). Thus, the number
of grains and the crystal orientation of each grain can be deduced from the Bragg-dip pattern.
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In this section, the crystalline microstructural models used in RITS are presented.
In this section, the crystalline microstructural models used in RITS are presented.
2.2.1. Neutron Transmission and Total Cross-Section
Wavelength-dependent neutron transmission rate (neutron transmission spectrum) Tr(λ) is
experimentally measured as the ratio of wavelength-dependent neutron counts transmitted through
a sample I(λ) to wavelength-dependent neutron counts without the sample I0 (λ) as follows:
Tr (λ) =

I (λ)
.
I0 (λ)

(3)
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Note that I(λ) and I0 (λ) do not contain the background noise. On the other hand, Tr(λ) is
theoretically expressed by:
!
Tr (λ) = exp −∑ σtot,p (λ)ρ p t p ,

(4)

p

where p is index of crystalline phase, σtot is total cross-section, ρ is atomic number density and t
is thickness, respectively. Note that the projected atomic number density ρt can be evaluated in
a transmission spectroscopy. By using the refined projected atomic number density ρt, the volume
fractions of each crystalline phase can be deduced and mapped [9].
The total cross-section consists of components of coherent elastic scattering, incoherent elastic
scattering, inelastic scattering and absorption and can be written by:
coh
incoh
σtot (λ) = σela
(λ) + σela
(λ) + σinela (λ) + σabs (λ).

(5)

The coherent elastic scattering mainly consists of nuclear Bragg scattering and RITS calculates this
component for quantitative evaluation of crystallographic information. Incidentally, note that there
are also small portions of magnetic Bragg scattering component [12,13] and small-angle scattering
component [14,15] in the coherent elastic scattering, actually.
In the RITS code, the calculation algorithm of the incoherent elastic scattering and the inelastic
scattering is based on Granada’s model [16] and the calculation algorithm of the absorption is based on
so-called the 1/v law. These models were adopted in the CRIPO code [17] and the BETMAn code [18],
which were pioneer codes before the RITS code and also in the NXS code [19] which was a calculation
code developed in 2012.
2.2.2. Coherent Elastic Scattering (Nuclear Bragg Scattering) and the Crystal Structure Factor
The coherent elastic scattering expression in the RITS code [1] is described by:
coh
σela
(λ) =

λ2
| Fhkl |2 dhkl Rhkl (λ) Phkl (λ) Ehkl (λ).
2V0 ∑
hkl

(6)

This is based on the Fermi’s kinematical model [20], the Jorgensen-type edge profile function
Rhkl (λ) [18,21,22] for strain analysis, the March-Dollase preferred orientation function Phkl (λ) [18,22,23]
for texture analysis and Sabine’s primary extinction function Ehkl (λ) [22,24,25] for crystallite size
analysis. Here, V 0 is unit cell volume of crystal structure and Fhkl is the crystal structure factor that is
defined by the same definition of crystallography [7]:
Fhkl

!
Biso,n
= ∑ on bn exp[2πi(hxn + kyn + lzn )] exp − 2
,
4dhkl
n

(7)

where n expresses index of atoms in the crystal structure, on is site occupancy of nth atom, bn is
scattering length of nth atom, (xn , yn , zn ) is fractional coordinate of nth atom, the exponential is the
Debye-Waller factor and Biso is isotropic atomic displacement parameter, respectively.
2.2.3. Edge Profile Function Rhkl (λ) for Macro/Micro-Strain Correction/Analysis
The edge profile function used in the RITS code, Rhkl (λ), is the Jorgensen-type edge profile
function [18,21,22]. This function can describe the profile change near Bragg-edge due to instrumental
wavelength resolution and micro-strain (relating to dislocation density etc.). The expression [4] is:
Rhkl (λ) =

1
β exp(u)erfc(y) − αhkl exp(v)erfc(z)
erfc(w) − hkl
,
2
2(αhkl + β hkl )

(8)
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where

λ − 2dhkl
w= √
,
2σhkl
i
α h
2
+ 2(λ − 2dhkl ) ,
u = hkl αhkl σhkl
2
i
β h
2
v = hkl β hkl σhkl
− 2(λ − 2dhkl ) ,
2

(9)
(10)
(11)

y=

2 + ( λ − 2d )
αhkl σhkl
hkl
√
2σhkl

(12)

z=

2 − ( λ − 2d )
β hkl σhkl
hkl
√
.
2σhkl

(13)

and

Here, σhkl is a broadening parameter representing the Bragg-edge profile. In the RITS code, this
parameter is separated to the instrumental wavelength resolution part σ0 (the standard deviation
of (asymmetric) Jorgensen-type edge profile function) and the micro-strain part σ1 ’ (the standard
deviation of (symmetric) complementary error function), respectively [6]:
2
σhkl
= σ0 ,hkl 2 + σ1 0,hkl

and

2

(14)

√
whkl = 2 2 ln 2σ1 0,hkl .

(15)

σ1 ’,hkl represents the standard deviation and whkl represents FWHM (full width at half maximum)
of the d-spacing distribution expressed by the Gaussian profile. Moreover, αhkl is the rising parameter
of Bragg-edge and βhkl is the decaying parameter of Bragg-edge. By determining the instrumental
wavelength resolution parameters σ0,hkl , αhkl and βhkl before material characterization, the micro-strain
parameter σ1 ’,hkl (whkl ) of a specimen can be evaluated from the Bragg-edge profile [6].
Through the Bragg-edge profile analysis using the single Bragg-edge analysis mode of the RITS
code, dhkl can be evaluated, as well as pioneer works [26,27] using the Kropff-type edge profile function
which is simpler than the Jorgensen-type, without the distortion due to micro-strain effect [4,6].
It is also a feature of RITS that whkl can be also evaluated at the same time. In the single Bragg-edge
analysis mode of the RITS code, three-stage fitting method [26] is adopted for easy and accurate profile
fitting. Note that the three-stage fitting method is a step-by-step fitting algorithm for spectrum of three
wavelength regions before/around/after a Bragg-edge. The data-analysis examples are described in
Sections 5 and 6.
2.2.4. March-Dollase Type Preferred Orientation Function Phkl (λ) for Crystallographic Texture
Correction/Analysis
The preferred orientation function used in the RITS code, Phkl (λ), is the March-Dollase function
for all θ hkl [18,22]. This function can describe the shape change over whole transmission spectrum due
to preferred orientation and degree of crystallographic anisotropy. The expression [1] is:
1
Phkl (λ) =
2π

Z2π

Z2π

0

0

1
Ohkl (α, β)dβ =
2π

1 − B2
R B +
R
2 2

− 32
dβ,

(16)

where
B = cos A sin θhkl + sin A cos θhkl sin β,


hH + kK + lL
√
A = arccos √
h2 + k 2 + l 2 H 2 + K 2 + L2

(17)
(18)
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and




λ
θhkl (= α) = arcsin
.
2dhkl

(19)

Ohkl (α,β) corresponds to so-called the pole figure of {hkl} with the latitude angle (= Bragg angle)
α and the longitude angle β. The function inside the integral of Equation (16) is the March function.
In other words, in the March-Dollase model, the pole figure is described by the March model.
In addition, Equation (16) represents that α (Bragg angle θ hkl ) dependent orientation distribution
is observable but the distribution is integrated and averaged over all β; β-dependent orientation
distribution is not observable in the Bragg-edge transmission spectroscopy. A of Equation (18)
represents angle between the plane-normal vector of considering diffraction <hkl> and the preferred
orientation vector <HKL>.
By using this function, two kinds of information about crystallographic texture can be evaluated.
One is the degree of crystallographic anisotropy, the March-Dollase coefficient R. If R is equal to 1,
Phkl (λ) is 1 that represents no texture (isotropic orientation distribution). If R is close to 0 or ∞,
strong texture exists in a specimen (anisotropic orientation distribution). The other is the preferred
orientation vector <HKL>. When R is less than 1, <HKL> represents the preferred orientation parallel to
the neutron incident/transmission direction (α = θ hkl = 90◦ direction). When R is greater than 1,
<HKL> represents the preferred orientation perpendicular to the neutron incident/transmission
direction (α = θ hkl = 0◦ direction). The data-analysis examples are described in Sections 3 and 4.
2.2.5. Sabine’s Primary Extinction Correction Function Ehkl (λ) for Crystallite Size Analysis
The primary extinction correction/analysis function used in the RITS code, Ehkl (λ), is Sabine’s
function [22,24,25]. This function can describe the intensity increase over whole transmission
spectrum (decrease of diffraction intensity) due to multiple diffraction of neutrons inside a crystallite.
Thus, this effect can reflect the size of crystallite. The expression [1] is:
Ehkl (λ) = EL cos2 θhkl + EB sin2 θhkl ,
where

x2
5x3
7x4
x
+
−
+
− . . . for x ≤ 1,
2
4
48
192
r 

15
2
1
3
−
− . . . for x > 1,
EL =
1−
−
πx
8x 128x2
1024x3
EL = 1 −

EB = √

1
1+x

and
x = S2



λFhkl
V0

(20)

(21)
(22)
(23)

2
.

(24)

Here, S is the size of crystallite (cubic shape). If S is zero, Ehkl (λ) is 1 (no extinction). If S becomes
larger, Ehkl (λ) becomes smaller (extinction becomes stronger, total cross-section becomes smaller and
transmission intensity becomes larger). The data-analysis examples are described in Sections 3 and 4.
2.3. Bragg-Dip Pattern Analysis Method
Hereafter, a grain orientation analysis/imaging method using the Bragg-dip neutron transmission
spectrum [28] is presented. Although detailed crystallographic characterization of a single-crystal
material can be performed by whole pattern fitting analysis toward Bragg-dip transmission
spectrum [29,30], the author considered that the Bragg-dip neutron transmission method also becomes
a useful method for grain orientation imaging as well as neutron diffraction imaging techniques [31,32].
Since a fast determination method of the number of grains and their crystal orientations from
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a Bragg-dip pattern is developed for this aim, the data analysis procedure is briefly presented in
this section; the details are reported in [28].
2.3.1. Database Matching Method for Fast Determination of the Number of Crystalline Grains and
Their Crystal Orientations
Figure 2 shows a scheme of the developed grain-orientation determination method, the
database matching method. First of all, appearing wavelengths of Bragg-dips are evaluated from the
experimental data. Next, the crystal orientation [UVW] parallel to the neutron incident/transmission
direction is determined. For this determination, a suitable pattern which can reconstruct the
experimental Bragg-dip pattern is uniquely searched from the database. The database contains
Bragg-dip wavelength patterns of all <UVW>. Angle between the normal vector [hkl] of a possible
diffraction plane (hkl) and a certain crystal-lattice direction parallel to neutron beam [UVW] is
calculated by:


hU + kV + lW
√
Ahkl = arccos √
.
(25)
h2 + k 2 + l 2 U 2 + V 2 + W 2
In this case, the Bragg angle of the (hkl) diffraction is
θhkl =

π
− Ahkl .
2

(26)

Finally, the wavelength where (hkl) Bragg-dip appears is calculated from Equations (1) and (26).
This procedure is repeated about all possible (hkl) and the wavelength pattern is recorded for each
J. Imaging
4, 7 the database about Bragg-dip wavelength pattern for all [UVW] can be made.
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2.3.2. Validity of Evaluated Crystal Orientation

Through matching between experimental pattern and calculated pattern, [UVW] of single crystal
Figure 3 shows two examples of Bragg-dip transmission data and the database matching result
(grain)
of the experimental data can be uniquely deduced. Features of this method are:
(cross × marks) with the information of indexing (hkl) [28]. The single-crystal sample was 3.4wt% Si-

•
•

steeldetermination
plate of 5 mmofthickness
and was measured
at ainitial
pulsed
cold-neutron beam-line, BL10
Fast
crystal orientation
without any
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“NOBORU” [33] of the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) at the Japan Proton
Data obtained from multiple grains can be analysed. In this case, the number of grains and their
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). The cold neutron wavelength resolution was about 0.35%
crystal
orientations are individually determined. (Of course, there is a limit of acceptable number).
and the beam angular divergence was about 416 μrad (the collimator ratio (L/D) was about 2400).
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although
cross ×structure
marks or
However,
it ismatching
not so easy
for this to
method
to evaluate
a material
of nm
unknown
crystal
and indexing results were also indicated outside the matching wavelength region in Figure 3. The
multiple crystalline phases.
crystal-lattice direction parallel to the neutron beam direction [UVW] was estimated as [100 30 8] for
Grain Orientation 1 and was estimated as [100 38 0] for Grain Orientation 2, respectively. Note that
evaluated crystal orientations are reasonable according to SEM-EBSD [28].
This figure indicates that a certain Bragg-dip pattern contained in the database is well matched.
In addition, about Grain Orientation 2, the Bragg-dip at 0.213 nm becomes deeper and the Bragg-dip
at 0.268 nm becomes deepest. The indexing result can evaluate that the deeper Bragg-dip at 0.213 nm
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2.3.2. Validity of Evaluated Crystal Orientation
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Figure 3 shows two examples of Bragg-dip transmission data and the database matching
result (cross × marks) with the information of indexing (hkl) [28]. The single-crystal sample was
3.4 wt % Si-steel plate of 5 mm thickness and was measured at a pulsed cold-neutron beam-line,
BL10 “NOBORU” [33] of the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) at the Japan
Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). The cold neutron wavelength resolution was about
0.35% and the beam angular divergence was about 416 µrad (the collimator ratio (L/D) was about 2400).
The database matching was applied to the wavelength region above 0.25 nm although cross × marks
and indexing results were also indicated outside the matching wavelength region in Figure 3.
The crystal-lattice direction parallel to the neutron beam direction [UVW] was estimated as [100 30 8]
for Grain Orientation 1 and was estimated as [100 38 0] for Grain Orientation 2, respectively. Note that
evaluated
crystal
J. Imaging 2017,
4, 7 orientations are reasonable according to SEM-EBSD [28].
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that
the
deeper
Bragg-dip
at
0.213
nm
dimensional distribution of crystalline phase, texture and crystallite-size bulk-averaged
along
is
causedtransmission
by double stacking
of a(211)
and (21-1)
Bragg-dips
and the
deepest In
Bragg-dip
at 0.268
is
neutron
path in
material
can be
quantitatively
mapped.
this section,
thenm
first
caused
by
triple
stacking
of
(200),
(101)
and
(10-1)
Bragg-dips
although
the
dip
depth
was
not
analysed.
example of quantitative imaging of texture and crystallite-size is presented with the results checked
Thus,
it is concluded
the reliability
of the developed database matching method is reasonable,
by neutron
diffractionthat
Rietveld
analysis [1,2].
checked by EBSD and the relation between indexing and dip depth.
3.1. Experimental
3. Texture and Crystallite-Size Imaging by Rietveld-Type Bragg-Edge Analysis
Figure 4 shows a photograph of specimens. The measured samples were rolled α-iron plates
By using the Rietveld-type (wide wavelength bandwidth) analysis of the RITS code,
(JIS-SS400) of 6 mm thickness along the neutron transmission direction. There are three types of
two-dimensional distribution of crystalline phase, texture and crystallite-size bulk-averaged along
samples:
neutron transmission path in a material can be quantitatively mapped. In this section, the first example
• quantitative
Two rolled
plates of(Samples
A and
B in Figure
4). Relation
neutron
transmission
of
imaging
texture and
crystallite-size
is presented
withbetween
the results
checked
by neutron
direction
and rolling
direction
diffraction
Rietveld
analysis
[1,2]. are perpendicular.
•
Welded plate (Sample D in Figure 4). Relation between neutron transmission direction and
rolling direction are perpendicular. (Relation between neutron transmission direction and
normal direction (ND) are parallel.)
•
Welded plate (Sample C in Figure 4). Relation between neutron transmission direction and
rolling direction (RD) are parallel.
It was well known that the preferred orientation parallel to the rolling direction of α-iron plate
is <110> and the preferred orientation perpendicular to the rolling direction of α-iron plate is <111>
[34]. In this experiment, it was investigated whether the Bragg-edge transmission imaging with the
RITS code can identify the correct preferred orientation. In addition, changes of the degree of
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3.1. Experimental
Figure 4 shows a photograph of specimens. The measured samples were rolled α-iron plates
(JIS-SS400) of 6 mm thickness along the neutron transmission direction. There are three types
of samples:

•

Two rolled plates (Samples A and B in Figure 4). Relation between neutron transmission direction
10 of 26
and rolling direction are perpendicular.
•
Welded
plate
(Sample
D in Figure
4). Relation
between
neutron
transmission
direction
and
The used
neutron
TOF-imaging
detector
was 10B-type
GEM
(gas electron
multiplier)
detector
rolling direction
perpendicular.
(Relation
between
neutron
transmission(KEK)
direction
developed
by Prof.are
Uno
of High Energy
Accelerator
Research
Organization
[38].and
Thenormal
GEM
direction
(ND)
are
parallel.)
detector has the pixel size of 800 μm and the detection area is 10.24 cm × 10.24 cm. By using this
• detector,
Weldedsamples
plate (Sample
C in
Figure
4). Relation
betweenmeasured.
neutron transmission
direction
and
rolling
shown in
Figure
4 were
simultaneously
The measurement
time
were
5.0
direction
(RD)
are
parallel.
hours for sample beam and 3.3 hours for open beam, respectively.
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welded
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D).
and crystallite-size imaging [1]. Weld exists at the center of welded plates (Sample C and Sample D).
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Analysis
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that Results
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at experiment,
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with
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can identify
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addition,
changes
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between
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spectrum
is changed
and
depends
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described
before,
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transmission
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orientation.
For
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(0.405 nm).
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peak nearUniversity
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other
Source
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[35,36]
in Japan.
HUNS
is a pulsed neutron
experimental
facility
basedorientation
on 1.2 kW
words,
<110> faces
to the
neutron
incident/transmission
direction,
namely, the
preferred
electron
whichdirection
is one ofatcompact
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sources [37].
The
from
parallelLINAC,
to the beam
the RD rolled
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<110>.neutron
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with
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well-known
thepreferred
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source to the
sample/detector
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about
m.the
The
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neutron
flux is
of rolling
textures [34].
On thewas
other
hand,6 at
ND
rolled area,
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cold-neutron
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ofThis
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3%
edge
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intensity
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λ = 0.35 nmresolution
(θ110 = 60°).
means
<110> faces
to the
direction
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= 60° and the
other
orientation
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and
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distance.
The
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is 60
to theangular
RITS analysis,
this preferred
orientation was estimated as <111> [1]. This is also consistent with
(beam
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of 16.6 mrad).
10 B-type
theThe
well-known
preferred
orientationdetector
of rollingwas
textures
[34].GEM
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the transmission
shape of detector
welded
used neutron
TOF-imaging
electron multiplier)
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is
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to
ideal
Bragg-edge
transmission
spectrum
shape,
it
is
estimated
that
there
are
developed by Prof. Uno of High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) [38]. The weak
GEM
texturehas
at welded
zones.
detector
the pixel
size of 800 µm and the detection area is 10.24 cm × 10.24 cm. By using this
In samples
addition, shown
the transmission
of welded zonesmeasured.
is quite lower
than
that of as-rolled
detector,
in Figureintensity
4 were simultaneously
The
measurement
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were
This
means
the
crystallite
size
becomes
smaller
at
welded
zones
(the
extinction
effect
becomes
small).
5.0 hours for sample beam and 3.3 hours for open beam, respectively.
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3.2. Spectrum Fitting Analysis Results
Figure 5 shows measured Bragg-edge transmission spectra and the fitting curves obtained by the
RITS code, at RD rolled area, ND rolled area and ND welded area. Note that Bragg-edge transmission
spectrum of RD welded area almost corresponded to the spectrum of ND welded area. Firstly, shape
of transmission spectrum is changed and depends on positions. As described before, the shape
change of transmission spectrum reflects variation of texture evolution or preferred orientation.
For example, {110} Bragg-edge of the RD rolled area becomes peak-like near the Bragg-edge wavelength
(0.405 nm). This means orientation distribution has a peak near θ 110 = 90◦ . In other words, <110> faces
to the neutron incident/transmission direction, namely, the preferred orientation parallel to the beam
direction at the RD rolled area is <110>. This is consistent with the well-known preferred orientation
of rolling textures [34]. On the other hand, at the ND rolled area, {110} Bragg-edge transmission
intensity has a valley near λ = 0.35 nm (θ 110 = 60◦ ). This means <110> faces to the direction near
θ 110 = 60◦ and the other preferred orientation exists along the beam direction. According to the
RITS analysis, this preferred orientation was estimated as <111> [1]. This is also consistent with the
well-known preferred orientation of rolling textures [34]. Since the transmission shape of welded
zones is close to ideal Bragg-edge transmission spectrum shape, it is estimated that there are weak
J.texture
Imaging at
2017,
4, 7
11 of 26
welded
zones.

Figure
Figure 5.
5. Three
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Bragg-edge transmission
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[1]. Due
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effect,
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shape
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are
are
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3.3. Imaging
Results
In addition,
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becomesFigure
small).
analyses
using the
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6 shows quantitative imaging results of (a) preferred orientation <HKL> parallel to neutron
3.3. Imaging Results
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rolled
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at the welded
of Sample
C and
parallel
to ND
<111> zone.
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respectively.
These
are
Sample
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than
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at the as-prepared
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6a; a
consistent
with the weaker
theory of
rolling
textures
[34]. It
According
to Figureby
6b,Figure
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certain
preferred
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at the welded
zones.
This means
welding
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visualized
that theorientation
degree of crystallographic
anisotropy
is changed
between
rolled zone
and welded
recrystallization
melting. According
to Figure
6c,zones
it is clearly
visualized
that theDcrystallite
size is
zone. The degreeby
of anisotropy
at the welded
(center)
of Sample
C and Sample
becomes weaker
changed
Sample A and
Sample
B and
betweenby
rolled
zone
welded
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crystallite
than thatbetween
at the as-prepared
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It is also
confirmed
Figure
6a;and
a certain
preferred
orientation
is
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at the welded
Sample
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that According
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welded zones
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This
meansCwelding
causesDrecrystallization
bythan
melting.
prepared
zones.
This means
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after
causes
fine Sample
microstructures.
Thus,B
to Figure 6c,
it is clearly
visualized
that the crystallite
sizewelding
is changed
between
A and Sample
bulk
texture
and
microstructure
information
can
be
quantitatively
visualized.
and between rolled zone and welded zone. The crystallite size at the welded (center) zones of Sample

respectively. These are consistent with the theory of rolling deformation textures [34]. According to
Figure 6b, it is clearly visualized that the degree of crystallographic anisotropy is changed between
rolled zone and welded zone. The degree of anisotropy at the welded (center) zones of Sample C and
Sample D becomes weaker than that at the as-prepared zones. It is also confirmed by Figure 6a; a
certain preferred orientation is not identified at the welded zones. This means welding causes
J. Imaging 2018, 4, 7
11 of 25
recrystallization by melting. According to Figure 6c, it is clearly visualized that the crystallite size is
changed between Sample A and Sample B and between rolled zone and welded zone. The crystallite
size
the welded
(center)
zonesthan
of Sample
C and
Sample D
becomes
than
that at the asC
andatSample
D becomes
smaller
that at the
as-prepared
zones.
This smaller
means fast
recrystallization
prepared
zones.
Thisfine
means
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after
welding
fine microstructures.
Thus,
after
welding
causes
microstructures.
Thus, bulk
texture
and causes
microstructure
information can
be
bulk texture and
microstructure information can be quantitatively visualized.
quantitatively
visualized.
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4. Crystalline Phase Imaging with Texture/Extinction Corrections
Some previous works [42,43] achieved tomographic imaging of crystalline phases at intense
pulsed spallation source and reactor source. On the other hand, since the RITS code has correction
functions for texture effect and extinction effect as mentioned in Section 2.2, more correct crystalline
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4. Crystalline Phase Imaging with Texture/Extinction Corrections
Some previous works [42,43] achieved tomographic imaging of crystalline phases at intense
pulsed spallation source and reactor source. On the other hand, since the RITS code has correction
functions for texture effect and extinction effect as mentioned in Section 2.2, more correct crystalline
phase evaluation is expected. In this section, the latest crystalline phase imaging using the RITS code,
performed at a compact accelerator driven pulsed neutron source, [44] is partially presented.
4.1. Experimental
Figure 8 shows a photograph of the sample. The sample was a knife composed of ferrite
(α-Fe, body centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure) phase and austenite (γ-Fe, face centered cubic (FCC)
crystal structure) phase. Although it was confirmed by X-ray diffraction experiments that two phases
exist in this sample, the real-space distributions were not clear. For this reason, distributions of
J.crystalline
Imaging 2017,
4, 7
13 of 26
phases
in this sample were investigated by Bragg-edge neutron transmission imaging.

Figure 8. Photograph of the knife specimen composed of α-Fe and γ-Fe [44]. The left-hand side is the
Figure 8. Photograph of the knife specimen composed of α-Fe and γ-Fe [44]. The left-hand side is the
cutting edge.
cutting edge.

The experiment
was performed
4.2. Spectrum
Fitting Analysis
Result at HUNS. The experimental conditions are almost same as those
described in Section 3.1. The used neutron TOF-imaging detector was a high-speed CMOS camera
Figure 9 shows an example of measured Bragg-edge transmission spectrum with the fitting
(developed by NAC Image Technology) coupled to the neutron color image intensifier (developed by
curves obtained by RITS. Since the coupled moderator and the short neutron flight path length were
TOSHIBA), integrated by Prof. Mochiki of Tokyo City University [44]. The detector was used in the
utilized, broad Bragg-edges were observed. Namely, Bragg-edges of α-Fe and γ-Fe were not clearly
mode of 66 µs TOF bin width, 13.3 cm × 13.3 cm field-of-view and 520 µm pixel size. The measurement
identified. However, the wide-wavelength-bandwidth curve fitting using the RITS code considering
time were 15 hours for sample beam and 12 hours for open beam, respectively.
the instrumental wavelength resolution of HUNS well reconstructed the experimental data and gave
the
that two
crystalline
4.2.information
Spectrum Fitting
Analysis
Result phases (α-Fe and γ-Fe) were included in the sample because the
curve of two-phase assumption was more suitable than the curve of one-phase assumption. Thus, the
9 shows
example
of measured
Bragg-edge
spectrum
with the fitting
wholeFigure
pattern
fitting an
analysis
function
of the RITS
code istransmission
useful for not
only texture/extinction
curves obtained
by RITS.
Since the coupled
moderator
corrections
but also
low wavelength
resolution
case. and the short neutron flight path length were
utilized, broad Bragg-edges were observed. Namely, Bragg-edges of α-Fe and γ-Fe were not clearly
identified. However, the wide-wavelength-bandwidth curve fitting using the RITS code considering the
instrumental wavelength resolution of HUNS well reconstructed the experimental data and gave the
information that two crystalline phases (α-Fe and γ-Fe) were included in the sample because the curve
of two-phase assumption was more suitable than the curve of one-phase assumption. Thus, the whole
pattern fitting analysis function of the RITS code is useful for not only texture/extinction corrections
but also low wavelength resolution case.

Figure 9. Bragg-edge transmission spectrum of the knife specimen and the RITS fitting curves

identified. However, the wide-wavelength-bandwidth curve fitting using the RITS code considering
the instrumental wavelength resolution of HUNS well reconstructed the experimental data and gave
the information that two crystalline phases (α-Fe and γ-Fe) were included in the sample because the
curve of two-phase assumption was more suitable than the curve of one-phase assumption. Thus, the
whole 2018,
pattern
J. Imaging
4, 7 fitting analysis function of the RITS code is useful for not only texture/extinction
13 of 25
corrections but also low wavelength resolution case.
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γ-Fe).

4.3. Imaging Results
4.3. Imaging Results
The analyses using the RITS code were performed at each pixel of the imaging detector. Figure 10a,b
The analyses using the RITS code were performed at each pixel of the imaging detector.
show imaging results of projected atomic number density ρt of each phase (see Equation (4)). Figure 10c–f
Figure 10a,b show imaging results of projected atomic number density ρt of each phase (see Equation
show
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Check
Neutron
Diffraction
4.4.4.4.
Check
byby
Neutron
Diffraction
According
a Bragg-edgetransmission
transmissionimaging
imaging experiment
experiment with
a neutron
According
toto
a Bragg-edge
withthe
theRITS
RITScode
codeand
and
a neutron
diffraction
experiment
with
the
Z-Rietveld
code
performed
at
J-PARC,
Su
et
al.
investigated
that the
diffraction experiment with the Z-Rietveld code performed at J-PARC, Su et al. investigated
that
volume fraction analyses between martensite phase (α’-Fe) and austenite phase (γ-Fe) could be
the volume fraction analyses between martensite phase (α’-Fe) and austenite phase (γ-Fe) could be
successfully conducted by the RITS code over wide range of the phase ratio (see [9]). In addition,
successfully conducted by the RITS code over wide range of the phase ratio (see [9]). In addition, more
more detailed checking at various instruments and various (texture and extinction) correction
detailed checking at various instruments and various (texture and extinction) correction conditions is
conditions is also in progress [41].
also in progress [41].
5. Imaging of Crystal Lattice Plane Spacing (Macro-Strain) and Its Distribution’s Broadening
(Micro-Strain)
The first Bragg-edge transmission imaging of macro-strain (see Equation (2)) was demonstrated
at the ISIS pulsed spallation neutron experimental facility at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in UK
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5. Imaging of Crystal Lattice Plane Spacing (Macro-Strain) and Its Distribution’s Broadening
(Micro-Strain)
The first Bragg-edge transmission imaging of macro-strain (see Equation (2)) was demonstrated at
the ISIS pulsed spallation neutron experimental facility at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in UK [27].
On the other hand, in this section, simultaneous imaging of macro-strain and micro-strain [6] and the
comparisons between Bragg-edge neutron transmission and neutron diffraction [3,8] are presented.
J. Imaging 2017, 4, 7
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5.1. Experimental
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Section 2.2.3) were determined. Then, d110 (crystal lattice plane spacing, relating to macro-strain) and
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detector developed by Dr. Anton S. Tremsin of University of California at Berkeley in USA [46].
w
110 (broadening of d110’s distribution, relating to micro-strain) were evaluated and visualized.
This detector has the pixel size of 55 µm and the detection area was 1.4 cm × 1.4 cm. The measurement
time were 3.0 hours for open beam of the 3 mm quenched rod experiment, 4.0 hours for open beam
of the 5 and 7 mm quenched rod experiments, 9.0 hours for 3 mm quenched rod, 8.0 hours for 5 mm
quenched rod and 5.0 hours for 7 mm quenched rod, respectively.
5.2. Spectrum Fitting Analysis Results
Figure 12 shows the measured transmission spectra near {110} Bragg-edge of the center (ferrite)
zone and the rim (martensite) zone, with the fitting curves. This figure indicates martensite has
micro-strain because Bragg-edge of the martensite was broadened. By using the ferrite data without
micro-strain, parameters of the instrumental wavelength resolution function σ0,110 , α110 and β110
(see Section 2.2.3) were determined. Then, d110 (crystal lattice plane spacing, relating to macro-strain)
and w110 (broadening of d110 ’s distribution, relating to micro-strain) were evaluated and visualized.
Figure 12. {110} Bragg-edge of the unquenched center (ferrite) zone and the quenched rim (martensite)
zone, with the profile fitting curves given by the single-edge analysis mode of RITS [6].

5.3. Imaging Results
The analyses using the RITS code were performed at each pixel of the imaging detector.

Figure 12 shows the measured transmission spectra near {110} Bragg-edge of the center (ferrite)
zone and the rim (martensite) zone, with the fitting curves. This figure indicates martensite has
micro-strain because Bragg-edge of the martensite was broadened. By using the ferrite data without
micro-strain, parameters of the instrumental wavelength resolution function σ0,110, α110 and β110 (see
Section
2.2.3)
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5.4. Current Status at Compact Accelerator Driven Pulsed Neutron Sources
At the Hokkaido University Neutron Source (HUNS), a high-wavelength-resolution type
decoupled moderator and a supermirror guide tube were installed at the thermal neutron beam-line
[47]. As a result, the wavelength resolution for cold neutrons achieved 0.5% at the 6 m position from
the moderator and quantitative imaging experiments of dhkl and whkl by using Bragg-edge
transmission imaging were successfully demonstrated [47]. The dhkl and whkl values visualized at
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Figure 14 shows comparison result of relation between the Vickers hardness and w110 at the
same positions of each specimen. This result indicates the Vickers hardness is proportional to w110 .
Since the Vickers hardness is also proportional to ferrite/martensite ratio, imaging of w110 obtained
by this method can quantitatively visualize distributions of the martensite phase and the hardness in
J.aImaging
4, 7
17 of 26
ferritic2017,
steel.
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5.5. Check
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Diffraction
also indicates the evaluated values are consistent between both methods. It is estimated that the
Figure 15a shows comparison results of macro-strain ε110 [3] and Figure 15b shows comparison
differences between both methods are caused by difference of the gauge volume (diffraction-origin
results of w110 relating to micro-strain [8], between Bragg-edge transmission experiment and neutron
grains). In any case, it is confirmed that εhkl and whkl obtained by Bragg-edge transmission imaging are
diffraction experiment. The simultaneous experiment of transmission and diffraction was performed
reliable. In particular, for the latter (micro-strain), this means that Bragg-edge broadening analysis
at J-PARC MLF BL19 “TAKUMI” [49]. The sample was an α-Fe plate of 5 mm thickness under tensile
method can be based on the same method used for neutron diffraction. Therefore, the dislocation
testing. In-situ measurements depending on the tensile load were carried out. Since the observed
density analysis [51] is expected for also Bragg-edge neutron transmission method in the future.
macro-strain direction is perpendicular to the tensile direction, negative macro-strain was observed.
Incidentally, the Bragg-edge transmission data were measured by 6 Li-glass scintillator pixel detector
developed by Hokkaido University and KEK [50].
Figure 15a indicates that the difference between transmission result and diffraction result was
about ±50 µε. This value is close to the macro-strain resolution of the TAKUMI beam-line. Figure 15b
also indicates the evaluated values are consistent between both methods. It is estimated that the
differences between both methods are caused by difference of the gauge volume (diffraction-origin grains).
In any case, it is confirmed that εhkl and whkl obtained by Bragg-edge transmission imaging are reliable.
In particular, for the latter (micro-strain), this means that Bragg-edge broadening analysis method
can be based on the same method used for neutron diffraction. Therefore, the dislocation density
analysis [51] is expected for also Bragg-edge neutron transmission method in the future.

Figure 15. Comparison between Bragg-edge neutron transmission and neutron diffraction: (a) macrostrain [3] and (b) FWHM of d-spacing distribution relating to micro-strain [8].

also indicates the evaluated values are consistent between both methods. It is estimated that the
differences between both methods are caused by difference of the gauge volume (diffraction-origin
grains). In any case, it is confirmed that εhkl and whkl obtained by Bragg-edge transmission imaging are
reliable. In particular, for the latter (micro-strain), this means that Bragg-edge broadening analysis
method
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6. Development of Tensor CT Algorithm for Macro-Strain Tomography
Macro-strain is not scalar value but tensor value, which is different from quantity of crystalline
phase (scalar value) etc. The algorithm of CT (computed tomography) is generally applicable to
reconstruction of cross-sectional image of distribution of only scalar physical quantity such as
density (absorption-contrast imaging) and refractive index (phase-contrast imaging); CT image
reconstruction of tensor physical quantity such as macro-strain is impossible in principle. Although
various approaches for macro-strain tomography are successfully in progress [52,53], an approach,
development of the versatile (small restriction) tensor CT algorithm [54], is presented here. The details
were reported in Reference [54].
6.1. Algorithm Based on the Maximum Likelihood - Expectation Maximization
First of all, the macro-strain at a certain position, ε ϕψ observed along a direction ϕ and ψ tilted
from a certain axes set, can be described by:
ε φψ =

ε 11 cos2 φ sin2 ψ + ε 22 sin2 φ sin2 ψ + ε 33 cos2 ψ
+ε 12 sin 2φ sin2 ψ + ε 23 sin φ sin 2ψ + ε 31 cos φ sin 2ψ.

(27)

Here, ε11 , ε22 and ε33 are normal strains along the axes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. ε12 , ε23 and ε31
are shear strains from axis 1 to axis 2, from axis 2 to axis 3 and from axis 3 to axis 1, respectively. In
this paper, the macro-strain “scalar” components means these parameters. These angle-unchangeable
components have to be reconstructed individually from angle-changeable ε ϕψ information (projection
data). Since these six components are connected by the sine/cosine angle-dependent coefficients as a
function of the angles ϕ and ψ, ε ϕψ is angle-changeable. Incidentally, in case of axial-symmetric
distribution, ε ϕψ can be described by using the circular coordinates (r,θ) for the position in the
tomographic cross-section:
ε φ90◦ (r, θ ) = ε θθ (r, θ ) cos2 φ(r, θ ) + ε rr (r, θ ) sin2 φ(r, θ ).

(28)

Here, εθθ is macro-strain scalar component along the hoop direction and εrr is macro-strain scalar
component along the radial direction.
For solving the tomographic reconstruction problem, an iterative-approximation approach using
the maximum likelihood-expectation maximization (ML-EM) [55] was proposed [54]. The equation of
the iteration from the trial k to the trial k+1 is:
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εkij+1 =

εkij
D

n
pd Cid Aijd

D

∑

I

J

.

(29)

n d =1
∑ Cid Aijd
∑ ∑ εki0 j0 Ci0 d Ai0 j0 d
i 0 =1 j 0 =1

d =1

ε is a certain macro-strain scalar component. i indicates a position in a cross-sectional plane of CT
image (the total amount is I), j means jth scalar component (the total amount is J) and d indicates
a detector pixel (the total amount is D). Cid is a geometrical detection probability of the position
i by the detector d. Aijd is the most important parameter for the tensor CT algorithm, a detection
J. Imaging 2017,of
4, jth
7 component of the position i by the detector d. Aijd has a function to express
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The number of iteration of the ML-EM based tensor CT procedure was 30 times and the number
of projection was 16 directions. The same 16-angles projection data (Figure 17) were assumed owing
to the axial symmetric distribution. The angle-dependent coefficients Aijd in Equation (29) were
assumed as sine/cosine coefficients of Equation (28). The weight n of Equation (29) was set in 16.
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10.24 cm × 10.24 cm. The measurement time for sample beam was 16 hours and the measurement
time for open beam was 16 hours. Only one direction measurement was performed because the sample
was axial symmetric.
6.3. Tomographic Imaging Results
The evaluated projection data (raw and smoothed) are shown in Figure 17 with the theoretical
values. Figure 18 shows the tomographic imaging results of (a) hoop macro-strain component εθθ ,
J. Imaging 2017, 4, 7
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(b) radial macro-strain component εrr and (c) x-direction macro-strain component made from (a) and (b),
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7. Grain Orientation Imaging by Bragg-Dip Pattern Analysis
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imaging using pulsed neutron transmission measurements was successfully demonstrated [28]. In
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The number of iteration of the ML-EM based tensor CT procedure was 30 times and the number
of projection was 16 directions. The same 16-angles projection data (Figure 17) were assumed owing to
the axial symmetric distribution. The angle-dependent coefficients Aijd in Equation (29) were assumed
as sine/cosine coefficients of Equation (28). The weight n of Equation (29) was set in 16. Macro-strain
values were calculated by using Equation (2) after the reconstruction of tomographic image of crystal
lattice plane spacing d111 of Al {111}.
According to Figure 18, hoop macro-strain tomography was successfully reconstructed but radial
macro-strain tomography was not successful. Since the tensor CT is difficult non-linear problem
J. Imaging 2017, 4, 7
21 of 26
in principle, some restrictions for the improvement are necessary for more accurate reconstruction.
Incidentally,
the developed versatile tensor CT algorithm is applicable for asymmetric macro-strain
7.1.
Experimental
tomography [54]. However, it has been reported that a perfect CT image reconstruction without any
Figure 19 shows a photograph of the specimen. The sample was 3.4wt% Si-steel plate (BCC
restrictions is not easy as well as the presented symmetric macro-strain tomography case.
crystal structure) of 5 mm thickness, which is generally used for an electromagnetic steel. This sample
had
largeOrientation
grains (see Imaging
Figure 19).
For this sample,
developed Bragg-dip pattern analysis (the
7. Grain
by Bragg-Dip
Patternthe
Analysis
database matching method) was applied and the number of grains and their crystal-lattice directions
By using the Bragg-dip pattern analysis method presented in Section 2.3, grain orientation imaging
[UVW] along the neutron transmission direction were identified position-by-position.
using pulsed neutron transmission measurements was successfully demonstrated [28]. In this section,
The experiment was performed at J-PARC MLF BL10 “NOBORU” [33]. The power of the 3 GeV
the results of grain orientation imaging over the bulk in a sample are presented.
proton synchrotron of J-PARC was 500 kW during the experiment. The cold-neutron flux at the
detector
position was about 8 × 104 n/cm2/s. The cold-neutron wavelength resolution was about 0.35%.
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Figure 19. Photograph of the Si-steel plate sample for demonstration of grain orientation imaging
Figure 19. Photograph of the Si-steel plate sample for demonstration of grain orientation imaging
using Bragg-dip neutron transmission method [28].
using Bragg-dip neutron transmission method [28].

The experiment
7.2. Imaging
Results was performed at J-PARC MLF BL10 “NOBORU” [33]. The power of the 3 GeV
proton synchrotron of J-PARC was 500 kW during the experiment. The cold-neutron flux at the
The Bragg-dip analyses using the database matching method were performed at each pixel of
detector position was about 8 × 104 n/cm2 /s. The cold-neutron wavelength resolution was about
the imaging detector. Figure 20 shows results of IPF (inverse pole figure) imaging of the sample,
0.35%. The collimator ratio L/D was 2400 (the beam angular divergence was 0.4 mrad) because the
obtained by Bragg-dip neutron transmission imaging experiment and the database matching method
size of B4 C slit at the 7 m position was 3 mm × 3 mm. The used neutron TOF-imaging detector
for Bragg-dip
transmission spectrum. The crystal-lattice orientation expressed by IPF is parallel to
was the nGEM detector used in J-PARC MLF BL22 “RADEN” [57] which is the first pulsed neutron
the normal direction of the plate (the neutron transmission direction).
imaging instrument in the world. The detector had the pixel size of 800 µm and the detection area of
About Figure 20a,b, the same colour between the images means that only single grain exists
10.24 cm × 10.24 cm. The measurement time for sample beam was 14.5 hours and the measurement
along the neutron transmission path, as visualized by Figure 20d. The colour indicates crystal-lattice
time for open beam was 7.2 hours.
orientation parallel to the neutron transmission direction. On the other hand, the different colours
between Figure 20a,b mean that two grains exist along the neutron transmission path, as visualized
by Figures 20c,e. Each colour indicates crystal-lattice orientations of each grain, parallel to the neutron
transmission direction. According to the database matching method, it was found that the maximum
number of grains stacked along the neutron transmission path was only two in this sample. Thus, the
Bragg-dip pattern analysis using the database matching method can quickly give the IPF images of
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7.2. Imaging Results
The Bragg-dip analyses using the database matching method were performed at each pixel of
the imaging detector. Figure 20 shows results of IPF (inverse pole figure) imaging of the sample,
obtained by Bragg-dip neutron transmission imaging experiment and the database matching method
for Bragg-dip transmission spectrum. The crystal-lattice orientation expressed by IPF is parallel to the
J. Imaging direction
2017, 4, 7 of the plate (the neutron transmission direction).
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8. Conclusions
About Figure 20a,b, the same colour between the images means that only single grain exists
along the neutron transmission path, as visualized by Figure 20d. The colour indicates crystal-lattice
This paper presents current status of quantitative imaging methods using Bragg-edge and
orientation parallel to the neutron transmission direction. On the other hand, the different colours
Bragg-dip transmission analyses for bulk crystallographic information. For texture and crystallite size,
between Figure 20a,b mean that two grains exist along the neutron transmission path, as visualized
the Rietveld-type analysis (the RITS code) is effective and the reliability was well confirmed by
by Figure 20c,e. Each colour indicates crystal-lattice orientations of each grain, parallel to the
neutron diffraction Rietveld analysis. The Rietveld-type analysis is effective for accurate crystalline
neutron transmission direction. According to the database matching method, it was found that the
phase quantification because the RITS code has transmission-intensity correction functions for
maximum number of grains stacked along the neutron transmission path was only two in this sample.
texture effect and crystallite-size effect. This reliability was also checked by neutron diffraction
Thus, the Bragg-dip pattern analysis using the database matching method can quickly give the IPF
Rietveld analysis. Radiographic macro/micro-strain imaging is achieved by the single-edge profile
images of all grains existing along the neutron transmission path. Incidentally, the reliability of the
analysis mode of RITS and the reliability was confirmed by neutron diffraction. The further
evaluated orientations is already discussed in Section 2.3.2.
development for dislocation density analysis is expected for Bragg-edge broadening analysis, as well
as line-broadening analysis of diffraction peak. Although tomographic macro-strain imaging is quite
difficult problem, it is not impossible for new CT reconstruction algorithms such as the tensor CT
algorithm. Grain orientation imaging using Bragg-dip neutron transmission method is feasible by the
presented new fast determination method for the number of grains and their orientations.
Thus, research and development activities within last 10 years greatly advance the possibility of
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8. Conclusions
This paper presents current status of quantitative imaging methods using Bragg-edge and
Bragg-dip transmission analyses for bulk crystallographic information. For texture and crystallite size,
the Rietveld-type analysis (the RITS code) is effective and the reliability was well confirmed by neutron
diffraction Rietveld analysis. The Rietveld-type analysis is effective for accurate crystalline phase
quantification because the RITS code has transmission-intensity correction functions for texture effect
and crystallite-size effect. This reliability was also checked by neutron diffraction Rietveld analysis.
Radiographic macro/micro-strain imaging is achieved by the single-edge profile analysis mode of
RITS and the reliability was confirmed by neutron diffraction. The further development for dislocation
density analysis is expected for Bragg-edge broadening analysis, as well as line-broadening analysis
of diffraction peak. Although tomographic macro-strain imaging is quite difficult problem, it is not
impossible for new CT reconstruction algorithms such as the tensor CT algorithm. Grain orientation
imaging using Bragg-dip neutron transmission method is feasible by the presented new fast
determination method for the number of grains and their orientations.
Thus, research and development activities within last 10 years greatly advance the possibility of
the Bragg-edge/dip neutron transmission imaging for materials science and engineering. The construction
projects of wavelength-resolved neutron imaging instruments at intense pulsed spallation neutron sources,
J-PARC MLF BL22 “RADEN” [57], RAL ISIS-TS2 “IMAT” [58] and ESS “ODIN” [59], are going. At such
world-leading facilities, higher level experiments will be performed than the experiments presented
in this paper. Additionally, activities at compact accelerator driven pulsed neutron sources such as
HUNS [35,36,44,47] are recently enhanced by collaboration between academic society and industrial
society. The Bragg-edge/dip neutron transmission imaging is expected to become a key technology for
materials characterization performed at both types of neutron beam facility.
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